Sailboat wiring diagrams

For the last several weeks, I have been chasing a problem that has been causing me to lose
sleep at night. I finally conquered it by fixing a ground and using isolated power with a heavier
guage wire. So I wanted to make a short checklist that might help you if you run into a similar
issue. Unfortunately, not all boats have them. For as long as I can remember, however, Ranger
has included one in most of their boats. Rather than purely guessing, having that roadmap can
be huge when you're tracking down problems. I always use color-coded wire with red for
positive and black for negative. This takes a lot the guesswork out of the problem solving. Use
high-grade connections and always use dielectric grease and shrink tubing on connections.
You should never skip this step because it will save you a lot of trouble over time. A good set of
powerful crimpers are an excellent investment, too. Liquid tape is another inexpensive purchase
that can protect against shorts. Always tighten battery terminals snugly on the battery posts. A
good rule of thumb is to put the smallest leads on the bottom. Use the box-end of the wrench
when tightening as it is less likely to slip and bloody your knuckles. A loose connection can
cause a short or more resistance and which will keep your battery from performing optimally.
Loose leads can use more power and significantly decrease your battery life. Always hook up
the positive lead first, too. I also replace all wing-style nuts with nylock. They hold much better
and are less susceptible to loosening due to vibration. They are inexpensive and can solve a
problem quickly. Battery power is DC, or direct current, so set up your meter for that. I also have
a battery load tester, too. These can point out a bad cell quickly and save you a lot of time. A
good group 27 or 31 battery is the best choice to power them and I strongly ecommend a deep
cycle over a starting battery for this application because they hold a longer charge. If it gets
snug during the pull, back up and re-pull as nicks and scarring of the shielding can cause
problems down the road including dead shorts. Never pull zip ties into a chase. Use ferrite rings
or RF coils around electronics to dampen radio frequency interference. Load requirement and
distance from the battery will help determine proper gauge wire and fuse requirements. For
example, a trolling motor on a foot boat should have 4 or 6 gauge wire for best battery
utilization. Every problem cannot be solved with this checklist, but it will give you a good
starting place. Study schematics, never be afraid to attempt the job and if necessary, enlist
expert help in the form of a reputable dealer or manufacturer and you can cut the down time
significantly. Boat owners should never cut corners on wiring jobs. Photo: Terry Brown. Not
only will your equipment not work, but bad wires can result in a fire. A limited amount of zip ties
is the best choice as they can snag if wiring need to be worked on. Boats and Maintenance. Free
Wiring Diagram. Collection of boat wiring diagram software. A wiring diagram is a streamlined
standard pictorial depiction of an electric circuit. It shows the parts of the circuit as streamlined
forms, and the power and also signal connections between the devices. A wiring diagram
generally gives details regarding the loved one setting and arrangement of gadgets and
terminals on the tools, in order to help in building or servicing the tool. A pictorial
representation would certainly reveal a lot more information of the physical look, whereas a
wiring diagram uses an extra symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over physical
look. A wiring diagram is usually used to fix problems and also to earn sure that all the links
have actually been made which whatever is existing. Assortment of boat wiring diagram
software. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on
the image. A wiring diagram is a basic graph of the physical connections and also physical
layout of an electric system or circuit. It shows exactly how the electric wires are adjoined and
also can likewise show where fixtures and also components could be connected to the system.
Use electrical wiring diagrams to assist in building or manufacturing the circuit or electronic
gadget. They are also valuable for making repair services. DIY enthusiasts utilize electrical
wiring layouts but they are also usual in home structure as well as auto repair service. A
residence building contractor will certainly desire to validate the physical place of electric
outlets and light components making use of a wiring diagram to avoid pricey blunders as well
as constructing code offenses. A schematic shows the plan as well as feature for an electrical
circuit, yet is not interested in the physical layout of the cords. Wiring representations show
how the wires are linked as well as where they need to located in the real tool, along with the
physical links in between all the parts. Unlike a pictorial diagram, a wiring diagram makes use of
abstract or simplified shapes and lines to show elements. Pictorial layouts are commonly
pictures with tags or highly-detailed drawings of the physical elements. If a line touching an
additional line has a black dot, it indicates the lines are linked. The majority of signs made use
of on a wiring diagram look like abstract versions of the actual things they stand for. A switch
will certainly be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the cord, a lot like a light switch you
can turn on as well as off. Tom, if you don't have a motor, or even if you do, consider a bonding
plate. This brings ground to the outside of the boat, just like grounding to the engine via the
shaft. Greetings I am working with an existing 2 pole, 30 A. It has the green and white busses

connected, is that correct? Thanks Hank. Having the ground and neutral connected on board
the boat is a fatal error that will cause the electrocution of anyone in the water around the boat.
You can subscribe to get automatic notifications of new blog posts, this is separate from a
newsletter subscription. Login Shopping Cart. Home Blog Home. How to install a simple shore
power system on a small boat. This article describes how to install a 30 Amp shore power
system on a small boat. A 30 Amp volt service gives enough power for battery charging, a
receptacle or two, and a water heater, or maybe even a small air conditioner. Larger boats with
multiple appliances and air conditioners probably would need to look at a 50 amp system.
Starting at the dock end you will need a new shore power cord for volt 30 amps and you will
need a new Deck Inlet on board the boat to connect it to. The examples below are what would be
appropriate, the length of shore cord of course depends on the length of the boat and whether
you dock it bow first or stern first. You normally want to locate the deck inlet in an area that is
not too exposed and where the cables wont get in the way. I have often seen deck inlets located
near the bow of the boat or even in the anchor locker and they usually fail due to water
intrusion, its just too wet up there! Once inside the boat the wiring for 30 Amps Volts need to be
10 awg three conductor. The ABYC allows a maximum of 10 feet between the deck inlet and the
main circuit breaker. Since this design is for a small boat we will just assume that it is 10 feet or
less to the main panel. Before going to the main breaker panel you should seriously consider a
galvanic isolator. This is what interrupts any galvanic currents between your boat and the dock,
isolating you from problems in the marina caused by other boats or the dock and reducing the
loss of zinc anodes. Its especially important for boats with aluminum outdrives, outboards or
saildrives but is a valuable addition to any boat that plugs into shore power on a regular basis
and will save money in the long run. If you decide to install the galvanic isolator then test it first
in accordance with the instructions provided and be sure to test it at intervals throughout its
life. Its easier to do this the first time when it is in your hands than it is when hanging upside
down in a cockpit locker. Next we come to the main breaker panel. If the back of these panels is
accessible in any way they are required to have a back cover such as the Panel Back Cover. The
rest of your distribution wiring can be done with a smaller wire gauge, I normally use 12 awg so
I dont have to do any calculations, it will be good for anything up to 20 Amps no matter if it goes
in the engine room or how many wires are in the bundle. If you are installing AC receptacles
make the first one in the series a GFI receptacle and then it will protect the rest of the chain.
These GFI receptacles have a 5mA trip and protect the user from electric shock, they are
especially needed in wet areas like galleys and heads but in my opinion should be used
throughout. All the usual ABYC standards apply to wiring of course, it should be harnessed in
place every 18" or run in conduit, all the receptacles have to be mounted in a box, any
connections need to be clamped and protected, use locking crimp connectors such as rings or
forks with captive ends. The AC Ground must be connected to the engine block. Connecting the
boats ground to the AC safety ground makes sure that if any AC Hot wire comes in contact with
any metal part of the boat it will trip the AC main breaker. When AC and DC conductors are run
together, the AC conductors need to be sheathed, bundled, or otherwise kept separate from the
DC conductors, using Triplex wire as I have shown meets the requirements of that part of the
standard. Keep wires out of the bilge as much as possible, any connections in the bilge need to
be watertight. Keep wires away from hot exhausts or moving parts. All electrical appliances and
equipment designed for permanent installation must be securely mounted to the boat's
structure. The only item described in this article that is ignition protected is the Galvanic
Isolator. Equipment not listed as ignition protected is not suitable for use in the engine
compartments of gasoline powered boats. Here is the official ABYC wiring diagram for a simple
system like this:. On completion make sure all your connections are tight. Test your galvanic
isolater if you used one. Test your AC polarity with a polarity tester. Test your GFIs'. Next Post.
Peter Kennedy. Close Submit. Troubleshooting Tools and Equipment. The wiring was all
original except for spliced connections to the panel. The first problem that I had was an
intermittent stern light connection. Next was an intermittent primary ground wire. When I
removed and disassembled the West Marine breaker panel to clean it, all the spade connectors
had some level of salt water corrosion. Then the main ground conductor failed entirely and I had
to replace it. Upon further inspection, all the conductors to the battery and breaker panel
showed extensive corrosion for several feet under the insulation that made them brittle and
prone to breaking. There was no overcurrent protection at the battery either. When I started
adding accessories like the music system , LED strip lights , anchor light , and autopilot , it
became clear that the four circuit panel was going to be inadequate. Their standards documents
are not generally available to the public. However, a copy of the E draft can be downloaded
online and excerpts of the current standard are also available online for information like the
wiring size tables and color codes. Disclaimer: I make no claims that the methods described in

this article meet the current ABYC E standard in any way. The reader is solely responsible for
any consequences of following this advice and is encouraged to seek professional assistance if
they are unfamiliar with this subject. If not, I recommend that you read a good book about
marine electrical systems like Sailboat Electrics Simplified by Don Casey. What follows are
some installation tips from my project that are specific to the C or similar trailerable sailboats.
You might also consider installing a battery master switch if you have a really complicated
system and long wire runs. The original wiring in most small sailboats has no separate bus for
the negative conductors. Instead, all connections terminate at the breaker panel. Adding a
dedicated negative bus bar really helps to organize the wiring and simplifies the panel
connections. Besides the power wiring, I also had some signal wiring to accommodate: the
NMEA signal from the GPS to the autopilot and the stereo rear channel speaker signals for
connecting to my crib board mounted cockpit speakers. I also wanted to install two 12V power
outlets in convenient locations in the boat. I also needed to mount a switch for the lazarette LED
strips. The panel makes it easy to connect my handheld GPS to power and the autopilot, switch
on the lazarette lights, and connect the cockpit speakers. I installed an extra switch for future
use. The original wiring in Cs and I suspect in many other small boats is mostly embedded in
the fiberglass itself. This also means that you have to find places to contain and conceal the
new wiring. The best place for this in the cabin area of a C is in the channel formed by the hull
to deck joint. The channel runs nearby most places where you will want to mount lights and
accessories. In first generation Cs, this channel is covered by teak trim that you can easily
remove. I found it helpful to tape the wires in place until I was finished and then replace the trim.
A notable exception is the mast wiring jack. Since mine had never been connected before, I
used the existing wiring, which was still like new. Other good locations are the underside of the
hull liner for traversing the hull and the underside of the cockpit sole for running wire aft. In
older boats like mine, you might need to clean the mounting locations first with rubbing alcohol
or another solvent to insure good adhesion. I know exactly what every wire is and I can access
every inch of it if a problem ever does come up. Enter your email address below to subscribe to
this blog and receive notifications of new posts by email. All of these programs are
vector-based, so making changes in them is very easy as opposed to raster image-based
programs like Windows Paint or PhotoShop that are best for photo editing. Great site BTW.
Thanks, for looking outside the Precision camp, Richard. All brands all welcome! It really looks
well organized. After buying a jaguar 22 last year I replaced the original wiring in a way to
prevent incidents and to be able to sail the first season. Your site helps me planning the jobs for
this season and especially rewiring the proper way. I hope all storm damages were repaired and
you and the first mate will be enjoying sailing again this season. Thanks for your kind words
and I hope you find all the information you need here. If not, let me know! I love your site and
thank you for the detailed wiring instructions. I have purchased my first boat, a Catalina 22, and
the wiring is quite sliced and diced. I am purchasing the Seachoice panel and ground block. Is
there a location where the terminal ground block grounds to on the boat, or is it just to the
battery. Nope, only directly to the battery. There is no common ground like the frame of a car so
every circuit needs a companion ground conductor, hence the greater need for strategically
placed ground bus bars in the sailboat. Hello, and thank you for all the great information you
share with all of us. It is greatly appreciated here! We have a 22ft Catalina and are rewiring it
completely. Could you tell us what AWG you used for your cables? There really is no one size
that fits all. The correct wire size depends on the length of the circuit and the load of all devices
on the same circuit. Consequently, I used several different sizes. There are two main areas I
would like to have them. I was going to remove them and install their LED doppelgangers on
their wiring. Those LED strips should work for you but you might consider a lower light
temperature. Something in the K range is still bright but a warmer, more natural color. As for
which circuit to attach them to, it depends on how many strips you want to attach 24W each and
the other loads on the same circuit. If it exceeds your existing wiring, then you either need to
reduce the load or increase the wire size to avoid overheating the wiring or tripping the breaker,
which also should not exceed the ampacity of its attached conductors. If you want to operate
the strips independent of the dome lights, then you will need to install a switch before the light
strips. Also, did you use jumper wires on the negative posts at the switch panel vs. Thanks so
much for another great article! I installed my negative bus bar adjacent to the battery inside the
aft settee locker. I used a couple of small machine screws with lock nuts on the backside. The
switch panel that I used has a single negative connection to the bus bar. Short jumpers
distribute that connection to the individual breaker switches. The positive side of each switch
has dedicated conductors to its corresponding device. Still need to tidy up the wiring but
thanks to your advice I now have a working switch panel and lights! Thank you! I see the bow,
but not the side lights. Am I missing something? I need to tackle this project as my boat has no

battery or electricity, and I have been using it for three years. On Cs the bow light is the side
navigation lights in one unit installed either on the deck or on the pulpit. Can you clarify when
you say round trip calculation for the wiring. Seems it is only one way, i. I do appreciate your
valuable information so thanks. You are commenting using your WordPress. You are
commenting using your Google account. You are commenting using your Twitter account. You
are commenting using your Facebook account. Notify me of new comments via email. Notify me
of new posts via email. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Skip to content. Battery with MRBF fuse block, fused outboard generator
connection, and onboard charger. Battery box cover removed for this photo. Ground bus bar
The original wiring in most small sailboats has no separate bus for the negative conductors.
New negative bus bar and remote control dimmer for LED strips. Wire terminations have drip
loops to channel away water and improve serviceability. Accessory panel Besides the power
wiring, I also had some signal wiring to accommodate: the NMEA signal from the GPS to the
autopilot and the stereo rear channel speaker signals for connecting to my crib board mounted
cockpit speakers. Custom accessory panel easily accessible next to the companionway. From
top to bottom: switch for lazarette LED strips, switch reserved for future use, DB9 jack for GPS
connection to autopilot, stereo rear channel speaker jacks, 12VDC power outlet Wiring
concealment The original wiring in Cs and I suspect in many other small boats is mostly
embedded in the fiberglass itself. New wiring left next to the old right Other good locations are
the underside of the hull liner for traversing the hull and the underside of the cockpit sole for
running wire aft. Share this: Twitter Facebook. Like this: Like Loading November 6, at pm.
Richard Weston says:. Ruurd says:. February 27, at pm. Brian G - captain crayfish says:. March
12, at am. Ken says:. June 7, at am. June 7, at pm. June 12, at pm. Behr Palomo says:. June 13,
at pm. Kevin Russell russellkt says:. November 21, at am. November 22, at am. March 15, at am.
October 16, at pm. October 19, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Enter your comment here Fill
in your details below or click an icon to log in:. Email required Address never made public.
Name required. Add your thoughts here Email Required Name Required Website. In a boat,
electricity is stored in one or more batteries. They can hold an enormous amount of energy,
capable of pushing hundreds, or even a thousand amps more than your entire house uses â€¦
so care must be taken, and proper circuit protection should not be ignored. Greatly generalizing
the topic here, but you usually run into two types of batteries in the size of boat we deal with:.
Batteries have a positive and negative. For current to flow which does the work a complete
circuit must be made from positive back to the negative. A normal battery might have AH amp
hours of capacity. Meaning it can run a 1A load for 70 to 80 hours, or a 10A load for 7 to 8 hours
before it is discharged. Much appreciated. Have an awesome holiday! In nearly all cases your
boat wiring system should have a marine grade main battery disconnect switch. This allows you
to open the switch turning everything off at once. Both battery positives are ran through this
switch, and you can use it to select which battery you want to output, similar to an A-B switch.
But a BOTH marine battery switch also allows you to parallel both batteries. The both setting
might be used when you are running your engine and want to charge both batteries from the
alternator, or if you need to parallel the batteries in an emergency to help start your engine if
your start battery becomes too depleted. I allows your house and start battery to remain
isolated except for emergency conditions. Used to shutoff everything and prevent trickle
charges from draining your battery. This way, even if your battery switch is off, if your boat
starts filling with water the pump will still kick on. Notice the fuse shown â€” this needs to be
circuit protected with an inline fuse like this one. We have an in depth article here on how to
wire a bilge pump â€¦ check that out as well for more details. It looks great and using your
tutorials I have been able to rewire my 10 year old center console. The support I received from
New Wire Marine went above and beyond. Thank You! The next step is to get the power from the
house battery up to the switch panel where we can use it to do some good. Two conductors â€”
a positive from the battery switch with a fuse and a negative from the ganged together battery
negatives should be ran to where the central switch panel is. You should use marine grade
primary wire for this. This is sometimes a long wiring run on a boat. Plus these two conductors
will carry the current of all your electrical loads combined, so they are typically fairly beefy
cables. Prevent voltage drop by using larger cable. The power cables will be run to your New
Wire Marine custom marine switch panel and your tinned marine negative bus bar. The main
house battery positive conductor will feed directly into the new switch panel. They asked the
right questions and provided great solutions! This is meant to land on a terminal block like this
one. Each switch output gets its own gang on the terminal block, and with the labels right there
it makes a handy breakout point for troubleshooting or adding items down the road. This is how
one of our fully wired switch panels would interface with a terminal block. From here the rest of
the wiring is straightforward. Just hookup your existing boat wiring infrastructure to the

terminal block and buss bar. Positives to the terminal block, and negative to the bus bar. Most
are terminated with standard 8 ring terminals. The positives of course must be installed on the
correct gang associated with the respective switch for that load. The negatives can go on any
screw on the buss bar, they are just trying to get back to the negative post on the battery.
Wiring A Boat eric steele T A few notes before we start: Positive wires are red in our guide, your
boat may have other colors Negative wires are black or may be yellow on your boat Current is
measured in Amps A Potential difference is measured in Volts V Current flows through the
wires like water through a pipe. Like water pressure in a pipe. Jump To Complete Diagram. The
Electrical Source: a Battery. A normal battery might be able to push A or more current A normal
battery might have AH amp hours of capacity. TIP: use the tabs to view and hide notes. Diagram
View Notes. View Notes. Angels Camp, CA. Main Battery Switch. View Our Battery Switches.
Bethesda, MD. See More Example Switch Panels. Houston, TX. Install Terminal Block as
Breakout Point. Vero Beach, FL. Here is a tabbed step-by-step diagram for how to wire a boat.
Battery Switch. Bilge Float Switch. Main Feeders. Terminal Block. Load Wiring. Dig our Boat
Wiring Content? Go to Top. Basic 12 Volt Boat Wiring Diagram â€” 12 volt marine wiring
diagram, basic 12 volt boat wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement is composed of
various unique components. Each part should be placed and connected with other parts in
particular manner. To be able to make sure that the electric circuit is built properly, Basic 12
Volt Boat Wiring Diagram is needed. How can this diagram assist with circuit construction? The
diagram provides visual representation of the electrical structure. On the other hand, this
diagram is a simplified version of the arrangement. It makes the procedure for assembling
circuit simpler. The first element is emblem that indicate electrical element in the circuit. A
circuit is generally composed by various components. Another thing you will see a circuit
diagram could be lines. Lines in the diagram show exactly how each element connects to one
another. The rankings of circuit components are relative, not exact. The arrangement is also not
logical, unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only reveals where to put component at a place
relative to other components within the circuit. Despite the fact that it is exemplary, diagram is a
good basis for everyone to construct their own circuit. One thing you have to learn before
studying a circuit diagram would be your symbols. Every symbol that is exhibited on the
diagram shows specific circuit component. The most common components are capacitor,
resistorbattery. There are also other elements such as ground, switch, motor, and inductor. All
of it depends on circuit that is being constructed. Sometimes, the cables will cross. However, it
does not imply link between the wires. Injunction of 2 wires is usually indicated by black dot at
the intersection of 2 lines. There will be main lines that are represented by L1, L2, L3, and so on.
Colours are also used to differentiate cables. Commonly, there are two chief sorts of circuit
connections. The very first one is called series link. Because of that the electric current in each
component is comparable while voltage of the circuit is total of voltage in each component.
Parallel relationship is much more complex compared to series one. Unlike in series
connection, the voltage of every element is comparable. This circuit contains branches which
are passed by different electrical current amounts. The present joins together when the
branches match. There are numerous things that an engineer needs to focus on when drawing
wirings diagram. To start with, the symbols used in the diagram should be accurate. It must
represent the specific element needed to construct an intended circuit. When the symbol is
incorrect or unclear, the circuit will not work because it is supposed to. It is also highly
suggested that engineer draws positive supply and damaging supply symbols for clearer
interpretation. Meanwhile the negative source symbol is put below it. The current flows from the
left side to right. Besides this, diagram drawer is advised to limit the number of line crossing.
The line and element placement ought to be designed to minimize it. Because you can see
drawing and translating Basic 12 Volt Boat Wiring Diagram may be complicated undertaking on
itself. The advice and ideas which were elaborated above should be a wonderful kick start,
though. Basic 12 Volt Boat Wiring Diagram. True Freezer T 49F Wiring Diagram â€” true freezer
model t 49f wiring diagram, true freezer tf wiring diagram, true t 49 freezer wiring diagram, Every
electrical arrangement is composed of various distinct parts. Each part should be placed and
linked to different parts inâ€¦. Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v pool pump wiring diagram,
century pool pump wiring diagram, hayward pool pump wiring diagram, Every electrical
arrangement consists of various different parts. Each part ought to be placed and linked to
other parts in particular manner. If not, theâ€¦. Each component ought to be set and linked to
other parts in particular way. If not, the arrangement will notâ€¦. Ac Condenser Wiring Diagram.
Yamaha Remote Control Wiring Diagram. The following is meant to apply only to small outboard
boats under 16 feet 50 horsepower or less. Is there one and where can I find it? Is there a set of
step by step instructions? This is because no two boats are alike. But some generalizations can
be made. Note 1 : I will not deal with the wiring specifically for the outboard motor and controls.

Here is a web site where you can obtain wiring diagrams for most outboard motors. Most new
outboards come with a wiring harness and a manual that has wiring diagrams. Use the old
system to help make a plan in steps 1 through 7. Trace out each wire and put that on your
diagram. This will make it far easier to locate wires and equipment. Wait until you actually start
installing wiring in step Then replace each set of wires with new. This may take a little more
time, but will result in far fewer mistakes and less troubleshooting. Step 1. Make a Plan. Decide
what you want to install, and where it will go. Step 2. Draw a simple schematic diagram that
shows each piece of equipment, the fuses, switches, and how all of this will be connected. Here
are two alternative examples. Click on the diagram to expand. Just make a box or circle and
write in what it is, or you can use a picture of the item. Remember, any 12V DC device has to
have at least a positive and negative wire connected to it. Put a plus or minus next to the wire or
use red for positive and black for negative. On Metal boats do not use the hull as a return path.
None of the wiring should be electrically connected to the hull. Here is a link on how to draw
electrical diagrams. There are several ways to do this. The most important thing is that you
understand what you are diagraming. It needs to be simple enough and clear enough for you to
be able to refer to it in the future and stiil understand what each item is, what the wiring is and
how each item of equipment is tied into the electrical system. That way, in the future if you want
to add or subtract equipment you can do so by referring to your diagram and determining where
and how it fits into the system. Step 3. Batteries: Decide where you will put the battery. Later we
will decide the capacity and type of battery but for now we only need to decide where to put it.
The battery is the source of power for starting, instrumentation, and lighting. There may be a
second battery on some boats for running a trolling motor or other equipment. Batteries should
not be too close to anything that can cause an accidental short. There should be 12 inches of
space all around them. Batteries must not be directly under or over fuel lines or under other
electrical equipment such as a charger or inverter. If they are, there must be a floor or panel
separating them. Batteries need to be in a space that is ventilated to the atmosphere. If the
battery is in a box the terminals are protected against accidental contact with tools. If it is not in
a box the terminals need to be covered with a boot or some other device that protects them
from contact. The battery should be close to the engine. Since starting current is so high, and
the wires to the starter are not fused, you want to keep the wires as short as is practical. How
big a battery capacity, not size do you need? There is one non-electrical consideration; weight.
Batteries weigh a lot. Think about how the weight of the battery will affect weight distribution on
your boat, especially if it is on the same side as the helm and controls. You may have to move it
to balance the boat side to side. If you have a very low transom, how will the weight of the
battery affect the water line at the transom? Step 4. Where the battery is located determines
where the battery switch goes. It should be close to the battery but easily accessible to be
switched off in an emergency. The battery switch is necessary to turn everything off when you
are not using the boat. A good brand is Perko but there are others. There are cheap ones on the
market that will get hot and melt. Also a battery switch must be ignition protected. Ignition
protection means that it will not ignite gas fumes if they are present. This is extremely important
if you have a fuel tank in the same compartment. Most small outboard boats have a motor well
forward of the transom and the space under the motor well is where the battery, bilge pump,
battery switch and fuses, and most importantly the fuel tank are placed. It may be a portable
tank. If it is, it vents into the compartment. If it is a permanent tank it will have an overboard
vent, but if there is a leak, it will leak fumes into the compartment. You don't want anything in
there that will set this off. So use ignition protected components. Submersible bilge pumps are
usually ignition protected. If you use circuit breakers instead of a fuse they must be marine
ignition protected circuit breakers. However, batteries are not considered a source of ignition
because there are no moving parts to cause a spark, but if you make accidental contact with
metal tools it can create an arc. That is why the terminals must be protected, and why battery
switches in this compartment must be ignition protected. Buy a switch that has a provision for
two batteries because you may want to add a battery in the future. The 1 position uses the one
battery and allows charging of that battery while the engine is running. The 2 position uses and
charges the second battery, if there is one, and the BOTH position puts the two batteries in
parallel doubling the capacity and charging both at the same time. Step 5. Next we need to
install a fuse block close to the battery switch. Standard wire loom is fine. Not the equipment. If
you overload wiring it gets hot, melts and starts a fire. This fuse is in the main power feed to the
instruments and all the electrical equipment so it will most likely be 15 amps. But we will
determine that later. See Step Buy a fuse block with two fuse holders. That way you have a
spare if the fuse blows. Step 6. Determine where each piece of equipment will be. Think about
where you want things to go. Depth finders need to be where they are easy to see, but not
blocking your vision when operating the boat. Radios should be where the operator can easily

reach the controls, and reach the mike if this is a marine VHF radio. The back of the console or
place you are mounting them needs to be easily accessible for mounting the device and for
access to the wires. Step 7. Locate the fuses, buss bars and switch panels. Use the locations of
each piece to decide where to put fuse boxes, buss bars, switch panels, etc. Each of these must
be close to the equipment they power, and easily accessible to be worked on. They cannot be
hidden behind equipment or inaccessible panels. This may sound obvious, but I have seen
some very bad installations. Also they should be where they are protected from spray or rain.
Most electrical and electronic equipment comes with pigtails. Pigtails are wires coming out of
the equipment and may only be a few inches or may be several feet long. Sometimes they have
a connector attached to the ends of the wire. It can be open or covered. There are some devices
that are connected directly to power and do not go through fuse blocks and switches. In other
words, they always have power to them. One is the bilge pump. Bilge pumps usually have a
float switch that automatically turns the pump on when water in the bilge gets to a preset
height. It is not good practice to wire it directly to the battery though. Wire it to the power input
side of the battery switch. Most automatic bilge pumps have an inline fuse or a built in fuse. It is
also a good idea to install a switch at the helm that allows you to turn the pump on manually.
Step 8. Make a drawing showing where the wiring will be. Make a rough drawing of the boat
looking down from the top. This is what designers call a general arrangement and shows how
the boat is laid out. Using your schematic, put in where the equipment, fuse boxes, buss bars,
switch boxes and wiring are going to go. Remember, wiring cannot go through pieces of
equipment, pipes, tubes and other solid objects that would be damaged. They can go through
walls and bulkheads and panels. Wiring must be easily accessible for installation, trouble
shooting and replacement. Where wiring goes through a bulkhead, wall or panel, it must have a
grommet or padding to protect the wire from damage. Step 9. Figure out what size wire you
need and how much. What about the wires from the engine to the battery? Because starters
draw a lot of current, the wire needs to be a very heavy gauge, at least a 4ga on small outboard
boats. This includes the positive and negative side. Both wires should be the same gauge. If the
engine has the power wires already installed, the wires from the battery to the switch should not
be smaller than those wires. The engine manufacturer has already determined the amount of
amperage the starter draws and correctly sized the wires for the load. The positive wire red
goes to the input side of the battery switch. The negative black wire should go to a buss bar. A
buss bar is simply a block with a lot of posts on it. One is for the wire from battery to the engine.
The others are for the equipment. There should be as many posts as in the fuse block. The
positive wire should be red. Negative can be black, or yellow, or black with a yellow stripe.
Throughout the boat negative wires should be black or yellow or a combination. But from the
fuse block to the equipment all positive wires should be color coded using the standard color
codes for marine wiring. This way you know what the wire is connected to just by looking at it.
But for additional help in later troubleshooting, label the wire on both ends. A simple piece of
tape with a name written on it will do. Wire must be marine wire. You should not use auto wire. It
is not made to the same standards as marine. Most marine wire is labeled UL It must be copper
stranded wire. Do not scrimp on wire! Cheap wire could mean the difference between a reliable
system and one that you constantly have to troubleshoot. Buy good quality wire. The larger the
gauge number, the thinner the wire. The thickest wires are 00 or 0 gauge. The smallest gauge
allowed on boats for a single wire is 16 gauge, or 18 gauge in a bundle or sheath, but this may
be way too thin for the equipment or the length of the wire run. The thicker a wire is the less
resistance it has. The longer a wire is the more resistance it has, and so the more the voltage
drops from one end to the other. You want to minimize the resistance, and the voltage drop. So
you first need to figure out the wire size based on how many amps are being used, and then by
how long the wire is. But don't just guess at wire size and buy larger diameter wire such as 14
or 12 guage. Use the tables to determine the correct size. A Hummingbird Model C depth
sounder draws ma from the specifications. Their installation includes a 6 foot power cable of
18ga wire. This may be fine for connecting it to a fuse block near the dash, but the cable
running from the battery to the dash is going to be at least feet long. You need to double that for
the return wire. So I would go up a size to 16ga for the run from the battery to the dash. Since
this wire may be powering other equipment from the in dash fuse block it would be good to
make it larger than the wires from the fuse block to the equipment. Suppose I have three pieces
of electronics running off a fuse block. Each has its own fuse and power cable from the block to
the equipment. A single wire runs from the battery fuse block to the block in the dash. And a
wire runs back from the negative buss to the battery. Adding the two gives the total length of
the wire. Each piece of equipment requires 1 amp at 12 volts to run. So the total amperage is 3
amps. Therefore the wire from the battery to the fuse block and back has to support three amps
without any significant voltage drop, or without getting hot and causing a fire. So you size that

wire for the total load amps for that circuit. The first table determines the wire size based on
load in amps and the second the size depending on length and voltage drop. You use the larger
if there is a difference. See Appendix A at the bottom of this page.. For instance most boat
manufactures use wire rated for C degrees Celsius - the temperature rating of the insulation on
the wire. Looking at the table under the column for C we see amperages starting at 20 amps, 25
amps, 30 amps, and so on. Following the row for 20 amps to the left column we find 18ga. So go
up one size to 16ga. See the table in Appendix A. Step Wire connectors. Cheap crimpers make
bad crimps. Bad crimps lead to bad connections. Poor wire strippers nick the metal conductor
which may cause the wire to break or have a high resistance. Wire terminals must be used.
Connections should never be a bare wire wrapped around a stud or post. This is bad practice,
and can easily come loose or result in a high resistance connection. High resistance equals
heat, which results in fire. Use crimp type ring or captive spade terminals. Captive spade
terminals have a tang on the ends. This prevents them from being pulled off or slipping off the
stud or post. Connections have to withstand being pulled off. There is in the wire standard a
table listing how much of a pull they have to withstand depending on the size of the wire. A
16ga wire must withstand a ten lb. A 4ga wire must withstand a 70lb pull. You can solder
connections if you like but crimp them first. ABYC standards do not prohibit soldering, but they
do not allow soldering to be the sole source of support for the connection. This is because
solder creates a hard spot in the wire which is not as flexible as the wire itself and not as
resistant to flexing and vibration. So if you solder you must also crimp. Crimp first, then solder.
You can tin the wire before crimping if you want. Never use wire nuts to connect wires on a
boat! They are too prone to vibration and corrosion. Seal wire connections with a good
waterproof sealant. There is no requirement to do this, but this prevents water from getting in
the connection and wicking up the inside of the wire insulation or corroding the connector. My
method. I do not solder. First I slide a short length of heat shrink tubing onto the wire. Then I
use dielectric grease. Dielectric grease is non-conductive grease, usually silicone that is also
waterproof and can be used to seal connectors. Before crimping the wire in the connector I
squirt a little dielectric grease into the connector. I then insert the wire and crimp it. Then I slide
the tubing down over the connector and shrink it with a heat gun or hair drier so it seals itself
around the wire and connector. The combo of grease and tubing should keep the water out. See
the below links. How big should your fuses be? Fuses are rated by amperage and are there to
protect the wire from overheating and starting a fire. Fuses must be rated at the same or less
rating of the wire. So if you have a wire that is rated at 15 amps you need a 15 amp fuse. This is
why on bigger boats you will see many separate circuits for different systems on the boat. Each
circuit is rated for a certain amperage, such as 15 amps or 20 amps, and more equipment is not
added to the circuit if it would cause it to draw more current than the fuse is rated for. This can
become an issue on little boats too if you have more equipment, or something like a powerful
stereo system that draws a lot of amperage. Then it should have its own circuit and its own fuse
for the circuit. The question is how many fuses in the block? That depends on how much stuff
you are running. I would have a fuse for the lights, one for the instrumentation, and one for any
electronic devices, plus a spare. That is four. But for expansion maybe a six or 8 fuse block
would be better. Installing equipment. Start with the battery, the battery switch, and the main
fuse block. Selecting a Battery: Batteries are rated by voltage and capacity. We are using a 12V
battery. This is a measure of how many amps the battery can deliver for 30 seconds and
maintain the voltage at 12V. Basically the higher the CCA rating the longer the battery will
maintain its voltage. Batteries are also rated by amp-hours. Generally the rating is based on
how many amps the battery will discharge for 20 hours until the charge drops to The higher the
amp hour rating, the longer the battery will power your equipment. Also they are rated for
Reserve Capacity which is how many minutes it will deliver the same voltage at 80 degrees. An
average marine battery should have a reserve Capacity of 60 to 90 minutes. Anything less is not
adequate. They are relatively inexpensive, can be purchased anywhere, and for a small boat,
more than adequate. Install the battery box if you are using one, or a tray, then the battery. See
table below on how to calculate load. Battery Capacity should be at least twice the load. Then
install lights and electronic equipment. You want everything in place before you begin wiring.
Put in switch panels and fuse blocks. From Step 5. We need to determine the size of the main
fuse. The continuous loads add up to The fuses for each circuit should be 3 amp except for the
radio because on transmit it draws 6 amps. So use a 10 amp fuse for the radio circuit. Check the
manufacturer's installation instructions for recommended fuse sizes for each piece of
equipment. Remember, this fuse is to protect the wire to the equipment, not the equipment.
Some equipment may have built in or in-line fuses for that purpose. Begin installing wire ,
starting at the battery location and working outward to each fuse block and buss bar, and then
on to each piece of equipment. Remember to follow the color codes and label the wires on both

ends. If you decide to make any variations from your diagrams make sure you change the
diagram for future reference. Turn on the power. Test each item , one at a time to see if
everything works. Troubleshoot as you go. Note: This is the table that is in the Federal
Regulations. The table below is from ABYC. Table to determine wire size due to voltage drop
based on the length of the wire. This table is for 12 volts only. Length of conductor from power
source to the device and back to the power source. Usually these have a single swith with 3
positions; off, 1. The diagram shows a Cole-Hersee switch that is in common use for this, but
there are other manufacturers that also make switches for this, such as BEM and Blue Seas.
They all do the same functions. In this diagram the lights are wired directly to the battery.
However, some prefer to wire it through the battery switch so the battery is not discharged if the
lights are accidentally left on. It is just a matter of switching the power lead to the number one
position on the battery switch. Custom Search. Those are the battery cables. The red block on
the end of the red wire is the boot that covers and protects the Positive battery terminal. Click
on the photos for full size. This is a typical submersible automatic bilge pump. It has a built in
float switch that activates it. Note the black connector that plugs into the pump, with two black
and two red wires. One set are the positive and negative wires to power it, the other two go to
the manual switch at the helm. See the following table: Temperature Rating of conductor 0.
Everything Boat Building Don't tell me that I can't. Tell me how I can. For an official
interpretation of regulations or standards you must contact the US Coast Guard or other
organization referenced.. The entire electrical section of this website may be purchased and
downloaded. A step by step practical guide. Covers Planning, Diagrams, Wiring, Batteries,
ignition protection and more. A Single Battery Tray. Two Battery Trays. Note the large red and
black wires in both pictures. A Battery Switch. Buss Bar. Conductor Size English metric. Notes
for the above table. Temperature Rating of Conductor Insulation. See the following table:
Temperature Rating of conductor. See the following Table: Number of current carrying
conductors. This Web site may contain copyrighted material the use of which has not always
been specifically authorized by the copyright owner. I am making such material available in my
efforts to advance understanding of educational, economic, and scientific issues, etc. I believe
this constitutes a "fair use" of any such copyrighted material as provided for in section of the
US Copyright Law. In accordance with Title 17 U. Section , the material on this Web site is
distributed without profit to those who have expressed a prior interest in receiving the included
information for nonprofit educational purposes. For more information see: If you wish to use
copyrighted material from this Web site for purposes of your own that go beyond "fair use", you
must obtain permission from the copyright owner. Behind these gold-colored switch panels
lurked a year-old tangle of do-it-yourself wiring projects. The amazing thing is that all of the
systems still worked. Does your boat have a similar legacy of bad electrical work? Safety
onboard begins with a reliable DC electrical system, properly installed with quality wiring,
connections and components. This is critically important because, according to BoatUS Marine
Insurance , problems with DC electrical systems are responsible for 32 percent of onboard fires,
more than any other category of causes. In my several decades of owning and working on
boats, I have personally seen more examples of scary do-it-yourself DC electrical projects than
any other type of boat equipment disaster. Something about volt DC power seduces and
encourages hack electricians to try their hand using household-grade wire and terminals. This
stuff really is not rocket science. This West Advisor will help you understand some basic
standards and practices of DC marine wiring. Even if tinned copper, your wiring should not be
run in bilge spaces or other areas subject to moisture from spray or dripping. If conductors
must be routed in the bilge or other areas where water may accumulate, the connections shall
be watertight They should not be used in applications where subjected to vibration or frequent
flexing and must never be used for volt applications. For safety, use only wire that is marked
with size and type. In general, wiring on boats should be of the stranded type, not solid copper
wire used in household applications, which does not withstand the vibration found onboard a
boat. Select wire color from the list below. This is a basic question you need to tackle when
designing your own wiring. Installing overly large wire is expensive and adds weight, but
installing wire of inadequate size is a safety concern. There are four key variables you should
consider: amperage or ampacity, temperature, whether the wires are bundled closely together,
and voltage drop. Ampacity is defined as the current carrying capacity of a conductor or
deviceâ€”how many amperes of current you can run through it. Many electrical loads, such as
LED lights, for example, draw a constant amount of amps so are simple to calculate by checking
the specs of the device. Others, such as power inverters or any device operating an electrical
motor, will have a large spike in amperage when they start operating. Your circuit needs to be
sized to handle all of the maximum amperages of all the devices in the circuit. The temperature
where you are running your wiring affects how much current it can safely carry. Briefly, the

higher the ambient temperature of the environment, the lower the amount of amperage the cable
can carry. This is something to be aware of, but the relevant ABYC standard only applies to
wiring carrying 50 volts or more, so it is typically a problem with AC circuits on a boat, not your
typical 12 volt DC wiring installation. In general, if three conductors are bundled, reduce
maximum amperage by 30 percent. If four to six conductors are bundled, reduce maximum
amperage by 40 percent. If seven to 24 conductors are bundled, reduce amperage by 50
percent. Voltage drop, our fourth key variable in wire sizing, introduces the factor of the length
of the wires into your calculations. The longer the wiring run, the greater the voltage drop. This
can be a real problem with some types of electronics or with electric motors, which will run
more slowly at The solution is to use a wire with lower internal resistanceâ€”a larger diameter
wire, since bigger wires have less resistanceâ€”and ABYC gives us a choice of two voltage
drop tables to calculate this size. Conductors used for lighting, other than navigation lights, and
other circuits where voltage drop is not critical, shall be sized for a voltage drop not to exceed
10 percent. Most wire problems happen at the connections, and the experts are mostly in
agreement on this one. Connections should be mechanically connected, not just soldered. A
proper crimp connection is essential for safety and current-carrying ability. Put the terminal in
the correct die in the crimper, insert the wire into the terminal, and squeeze until the jaws grip
the terminal lightly and hold it in place without distortion. Check the finished crimp to see that
the wire is firmly in place by giving it a good solid tug. By the way, 16 Gauge AWG connectors
are designed to safely handle a pull of 15 pounds; 10 Gauge terminals are rated for 40 pounds;
00 battery cable terminals are rated for pounds, per ABYC. Finish the job with heat-activated,
adhesive-lined heat shrink tubing. Terminals are color-coded to fit different gauges of wire: red
for to gauge wire, blue for to gauge wire and yellow for to gauge wire. Select the proper terminal
for your job. Below are some examples and their uses:. For permanent secure termination. For
permanent termination when terminal screw is captive. For connecting two wire leads of the
same size. Step-down butt connectors join a pair of conductors to a third, all of the same size,
or join two conductors of different sizes. The ABYC recommends their use for circuits of not
more than 20 amps, with a voltage drop of less than 50 mV with a amp current, and as long as
they stay connected with up to a six-pound pull. The ABYC recommends that wires be
supported every 18" along their path. Cable ties and clamps are approved methods of securing
wires. Conductors passing through bulkheads or structural members shall be protected to
minimize insulation damage such as chafing or pressure displace
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ment. Conductors shall also be routed clear of sources of chafing such as steering cable and
linkages, engine shafts, and control connections. If additional connections are necessary, two
or more terminal studs shall be connected together by means of jumpers or copper straps. Also
note Wires that may create magnetic fields in this area shall run in twisted pairs. Heat shrink
tubing, lined with adhesive, creates water, oil and acid-resistant seal, preventing corrosion at
the electrical connection. It shrinks to one-third of its original size a shrink ratio. When the wire
size goes down two numbers from 14 to 12 , the amount of copper in the wire goes up by 59
percent. We use cookies to optimize site functionality and improve your overall experience. You
can change your cookie settings through your browser. To learn more about cookies, please
see our Privacy policy. West Advisor Articles. Cookie Disclosure We use cookies to optimize
site functionality and improve your overall experience.

